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Back fatigue and repetitive motion can lead to injury. The BKBS back support offers reinforce-
ment that can help workers avoid back injuries and fatigue in occupations that require  
bending, stooping, lifting, carrying, or even holding static positions for a long period of time. 
 Brass Knuckle® recommends that facilities re-engineer their processes to eliminate lift-
ing hazards. Remember, back supports are useful, but alone can’t completely prevent injuries. 
Workers should be reminded to lift properly and to be aware of the risks of over-lifting; 
however, when all other precautions are taken, back supports can help control posture and 
promote positive lifting habits.
 Carefully fitted and adjustable for girth and height, our supports feature elastic suspend-
ers to distribute body stress and a tapered abdominal panels to better conform to body sizes.  

Back injuries account for 20% of 
all workplace injuries, costing the 

nation roughly $20 – $50 billion 
per year. It’s the single largest 

category of injury. 

— Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC)

Brass Knuckle® BKBS

WE HAVE YOUR BACK.
COMFORTABLE AND ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT BELT

Ideal Markets
Assembly | Construction | Dock Working | Electrical | Housekeeping | HVAC | Landscaping |  
Manufacturing | Mining | Shipping & Receiving | Warehouse | Weight Lifting
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BKBS 
Durable, protective back support brace
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Brass Knuckle® BKBS
We designed the BKBS to wear comfortably, to inspire confidence and to relieve pressure, but also to serve 
as a reminder that the very act of lifting requires proper form. Using too much force, making awkward, 
repetitive motion and even holding static positions for too long can all be damaging to the back. 

1. Attached elastic suspenders distribute 
support throughout trunk. The 1.5" 
suspenders attach to belt to help 
ensure it remains firmly in place.

2. Offered in five sizes to aid in proper 
fit. Adjustable clips further customize 
support. 

3. Abdominal support tapers to fit body.

4. Padding on sides and pressure-
relieving low-back support in lumbar 
region helps increase comfort. 

5. Rugged polyester/mesh elastic  
body has durable, double  
hook-and-loop closure system.
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Part # Size Pack Sz Color
BKBS-S Small, 32"- 36" Each  Black
BKBS-M  Medium, 36" to 40" Each  Black
BKBS-L Large, 40" to 44" Each  Black
BKBS-XL Extra Large, 44" to 48" Each Black
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